an anatomy of the world

(beauty, that's color and proportion)
molto riten.        a tempo

And new philosophy calls all in doubt

4 - an anatomy of the world
The element of fire is quite put out.

The Sun is lost, and th'Earth,
6 - an anatomy of the world
precipitando

just supply and all relation; Prince, Subject, Father, Son, are things forgot,
For every man alone thinks he has got to be a
a tempo, liberamente, ma accelerando

Phoe - - - n - i - x. And that there can be none of that kind but he. And new phi - lo -

pizz. senza sord.

arco sul pont.

p senza espressione

8 - an anatomy of the world
an anatomy of the world - 9
ment of fire is out, and no man's wit can well direct him where to look for it.

10 - an anatomy of the world
This is all in pieces, all supply.
calando a tempo

gone, for-got, quite, put ou - - - -

cresc. cresc. cresc.

pizz. arco

pp

Tam Tam
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